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Abstract—We propose a new attention model for video question
answering. The main idea of the attention models is to locate
on the most informative parts of the visual data. The attention
mechanisms are quite popular these days. However, most existing
visual attention mechanisms regard the question as a whole.
They ignore the word-level semantics where each word can
have different attentions and some words need no attention.
Neither do they consider the semantic structure of the sentences.
Although the Extended Soft Attention (E-SA) model for video
question answering leverages the word-level attention, it performs
poorly on long question sentences. In this paper, we propose
the heterogeneous tree-structured memory network (HTreeMN)
for video question answering. Our proposed approach is based
upon the syntax parse trees of the question sentences. The
HTreeMN treats the words differently where the visual words are
processed with an attention module and the verbal ones not. It
also utilizes the semantic structure of the sentences by combining
the neighbors based on the recursive structure of the parse trees.
The understandings of the words and the videos are propagated
and merged from leaves to the root. Furthermore, we build a
hierarchical attention mechanism to distill the attended features.
We evaluate our approach on two datasets. The experimental
results show the superiority of our HTreeMN model over the
other attention models especially on complex questions. Our code
is available on github.1
Index Terms—Video question answering, attention model,
scene understanding.
I. INTRODUCTION
V Isual question answering is an important task towardsscene understanding [1], which is one of the ultimate
goals of computer vision. The majority of the existing works
focus only on static images [35], [33], [19] that are far from
the real-world applications. The more ubiquitous task of video
question answering, which is closer to the dynamic real-world
scenes, has been recently addressed in [41]. In [41], four
models are extended from the previous Image-QA and video
captioning tasks [25], [1], [36], [30] which are named as E-
MN, E-VQA, E-SA, and E-SS. Among them the E-SA model
extended from [36], which is an attention-based model, shows
the best performance.
The attention mechanisms have become popular in many
tasks recently, particularly in visual captioning [34], [39], [38],
[10] and visual question answering [35], [33], [19], [23], [32].
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Fig. 1: Overview of our HTreeMN model. The tree is the
parse tree of the question What is the woman cooking in the
pot?. The leaves are the words. S is the root. The nodes with
double circles like pot indicates the need of attentions. The
intermediate nodes such as NP and VP are the intermediate
representations of the sentence. We compute joint question-
video embeddings from bottom to the top. The answer meat
is generated in the end.
In image question answering (Visual-QA), the basic idea of
the attention mechanism is to dynamically focus on different
fine-grained regions of the images based on the questions [35].
Since the proposal of the SAN [35] model which showed the
effectiveness of the attention mechanism, the attention-based
models have become major parts of the Visual-QA approaches
[33], [19], [23], [32]. In video question answering, the E-SA
model [41] further extends the spatial attention to the temporal
dimension for videos and leverage the word-level attention
mechanisms. All these question-guided attentions have been
proved to be quite effective.
Despite the success of the current attention mechanisms,
we found that the existing attention mechanisms have several
drawbacks:
• First, most current attention approaches usually regard
the question as a whole. The question is encoded into an
embedding vector. During this process, much information
might be lost. When facing complex and long questions,
the performance of these models drops significantly.
• Although the E-SA [41] model leverages the word-level
attention, it only encodes the questions employing LSTM
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in a linear chain manner. The syntactic properties of the
natural language are discarded, as a result of which, the
performance significantly deteriorates. (See our experi-
ments.)
• Some words may relate to concrete ideas, such as objects
and actions, which have strong meanings in the attention
procedure. We name these words visual words. However,
some words are verbal, such as the linking verbs is, are,
and the conjunctions. These words are hard to correlate
with regions or clips of the visual data. They are non-
visual and belong to the underlying language models.
Current approaches do not distinguish the two kinds.
To remedy these drawbacks, we propose the Heterogeneous
Tree-Structured Memory Network Model (HTreeMN). The
HTreeMN model is built upon the syntax parse trees [16]
of the sentences (An example is shown in Figure 1. Similar
ideas have been employed for NLP tasks such as sentiment
classification [26]). The leaves are the words in the question
sentence. We divide these words into two types: the visual
and the verbal words. The visual words are combined with
the visual feature through a temporal attention module while
the verbal words remain their semantic meanings. These two
types of words are then put through different transformations
before passing into the trees. Then the joint word-video
representations are merged and passed bottom-up to the root.
Finally the answer is decoded from the root’s state.
The HTreeMN model not only utilizes the word-level at-
tentions, distinguishing the visual and verbal words, but also
adopts the syntactic tree-structured property of the natural
language which combines words into phrases and then into
sentences. The understandings of the words and videos are
propagated bottom-up in the manner how a sentence is under-
stood.
There are also many intermediate nodes in the parse tree
such as NP, VP and SQ. These intermediate nodes contain
the intermediate representations of the joint word-video em-
beddings. To distill the encoded features, we also propose a
hierarchical framework where the intermediate nodes of the
parse tree are also equipped with attention modules. Whether
an intermediate node needs attention depends on its children.
Details will be explained in the algorithm section.
We summarize our contribution as follows:
• We propose a tree-structured memory network based on
the parse tree of the question sentence. The parse trees are
generated following [16]. The tree models better utilize
the syntactic property of the natural language compared
with the traditional linear chain models [41]. Our model
can perform very well on complex questions while the
previous attention models cannot.
• The tree-structured memory network enables word-level
attention. We distinguish the visual words and the verbal
words so that the attention computation is more reason-
able and meaningful.
• We propose a hierarchical attention framework to distill
the encoded features. We propose an algorithm that de-
cides whether an intermediate node needs attention. The
final encoded features are more related to the questions
and answers.
In the end, we evaluate our approach on two video question
answering datasets. We compare our model with the E-SA
[41] model and show a significant improvement. We also
leave out some of our model’s features. The results show the
effectiveness of all the proposed components.
The following sections are organized as follows: We first
briefly review the work related to ours. Then we present the
details of our proposed models. Finally, we describe the design
of the experiments and analyze the results.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Video-QA
The video question answering (Video-QA) is a recently
proposed task [41]. In [41] they propose a dataset with the
help of question generation approaches. They also extend four
models in Image-QA to Video-QA. As reported in [41], the
attention-based model (E-SA) achieves the best result. The E-
SA model is a simple word-level attention model where each
word attends to the video frames and all the words’ attentions
are accumulated with an LSTM.
Prior to [41], there also have been some works similar to
Video-QA. The Movie-QA task [27] combines movies with
plots, subtitles, and scripts to generate answers. The “fill-in-
the-blank” [40], [29], [20], [42] task requires a blank of a
sentence to be filled with a word given the videos.
B. Attentions in Visual-QA
The attention models have a long history. Researchers first
apply it for image recognition [7]. Recently the attention
mechanisms make their way into NLP [11], [13] and vision
tasks [21] with the recurrent neural networks and the more
general memory networks [25]. Since our paper deals with
video question answering tasks, we pay our attention mainly
to the models in visual question answering.
The visual question answering tasks (on images) have been
intensively studied. Since the proposal of the SAN [35] model,
a lot of attention-based models for Visual-QA have been
developed [33], [19], [23], [32]. In [4] a convolutional attention
network is proposed for visual question answering. A question-
image co-attention mechanism [19] is proposed where the
phrase-level attention is addressed. In [23], an attention model
based on edge boxes is proposed. Different from the SAN
[35] which separates the image uniformly, [23] relies on the
edge boxes to generate region proposals and then compute
the attentions on the proposals. In [32], a dynamic memory
network is proposed to allow the usage of supporting facts in
question answering. In [33], a memory network with attention
mechanism is used for Visual-QA. More recently, a focused
dynamic attention model [12] is proposed and research on
the gap between human attention and deep networks are also
studied [6].
Those previous works seldom consider word-level attentions
or only accumulate the word-level attention sequentially. They
do not distinguish words that need or do not need attention.
They usually encode the question with a linear chain RNN or
memory network. Although the LSTM and memory networks
can keep the information of a long sequence, their encoding
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Fig. 2: The original parse tree of the question Who is walking
a horse generated by StanfordParser [16].
of the sentences loses the syntactic property of the natural
language which can be modeled with parse trees.
C. Tree Networks
There have been some works on tree-structured LSTMs for
NLP tasks. In [26], a Tree-LSTM is proposed for modeling
semantic relatedness and sentiment classification for natural
language sentences. Sequential and tree LSTMs are later inte-
grated for natural language inference in [5]. [17] also shows
that tree structures are usually necessary for deep learning NLP
tasks. Later a bidirectional Tree-LSTM is proposed in [28].
In [37], a tree-structured recursive neural network is applied
for visual-textual sentiment analysis. The tree structures have
also been utilized for machine translation in [8] and for
object localization in [14]. Our model differs from them in
the following aspects: We introduce a tree-structured memory
network which contains the heterogeneous nodes. We also
build a hierarchical attention mechanism on the network. The
information propagated on our HTreeMN is the combined
visual and textual features. And we utilize the final encoding
to answer the questions on videos.
III. HETEROGENEOUS TREE-STRUCTURED MEMORY
NETWORK
In video question answering, we need to encode the videos
and the questions. The features from different domains should
be combined to decode the answer. In this paper, we address
the open-ended question answering task following [41].
Given a video v = {v1, · · · , vT } and a question q =
{q1, · · · , qN}, where vi ∈ Rm are the m-dimensional visual
feature of the frames and qi ∈ Rn are the n-dimensional
embeddings of the tokens, our purpose is to produce the
answer from the answer list A. The answer selection scheme is
very similar to a classification problem. While most previous
works encode the questions with linear chain models, in our
work, we model it with a tree-structured model. To avoid
confusion about notations, we will use v to denote the matrix
in RT×m where the ith row of v is the feature vector of the
ith frame vi.
Before diving into the details of our models, we first review
the E-SA model [41] and the TreeLSTMs [26], since they are
closely related to our proposed models.
What is the cat playing 
with
LSTM
LSTM
<pad>
Neural Net
Answer: tablet
Attention
Fig. 3: The E-SA model.
Fig. 4: A general TreeLSTM.
A. Previous Works
In this subsection, we briefly review the E-SA [41] and the
TreeLSTM [26] models,.
The E-SA [41] model is an attention-based model which
consists of two-layer LSTMs (see Figure 3). The question
sentences are padded to a fixed length and then processed by
the first layer LSTM. After that, the outputs are processed by
the second layer LSTM augmented with attention mechanisms.
In the end, the outputs of both LSTMs are combined to
produce the result.
TreeLSTMs (Figure 4) are improvements over traditional
LSTMs since it enables the underlying LSTM structure as a
complex tree rather than a linear chain. The difference between
an ordinary LSTM and a TreeLSTM is that in a TreeLSTM,
the inputs to a cell comes from several child cells. As a result,
while computing the current cell value, the cell values of
children should be summed after multiplying their respective
forget gate.
The E-SA [41] model only employs an ordinary LSTM of
the linear chain structure while the TreeLSTM [26] enables
an underlying structure of a tree. The TreeLSTM can better
capture the complex syntactic properties that would naturally
combine words to phrases. However, the E-SA model [41] is
augmented with an attention mechanism while the TreeLSTM
[26] has no attention mechanism. In this paper, an attention-
based variety of TreeLSTM is proposed.
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B. Attention with Tree-Structured Memory Network
From this section, we describe our proposed models.
The parse trees of different questions can have different
topological structures. We build the parse trees for sentences
using the StanfordParser tool [16]. Given the question q, we
can build a parse tree for it (See Figure 2 for example). Its
corresponding tree-structured memory network is shown in
Figure 5. The nodes of the memory network can be categorized
into three types: the leaves, the intermediate nodes, and the
root. Denote the n-dimensional state vector of node ci as
hi ∈ Rn, hi is computed from all its children which we will
denote as C(i). We now describe how we compute the state
for every node in a bottom-up manner.
1) Attention Module: The attention module is similar to
the E-SA model in [41]. The video frame features are first
processed by a bi-directional LSTM. The processed features
are {v1, · · · , vT } where T is the number of frames. Given the
state hi, the attention over the video frames is computed as
hA,j = tanh(WQhi +WV vj + bV )
p = softmax(WPhA)
atti = Attention(hi,v)
=
T∑
k=1
pkvk
(1)
where hA,j is the jth component of hA, pk is the kth
component of p, WQ ∈ Rn×n, WV ∈ Rn×m and bV ∈ Rn
are parameters which transform the visual and textual features
into the joint space. WP ∈ RT×n is a linear transformation.
It is the temporal attention over the video frames.
2) Leaf Node: The leaf nodes correspond to the words in
the question sentence. The state of a leaf node does not come
from its children (it has no children) but is computed from the
word embedding and the attention over video frames. Initialize
the state hj of a leaf node cj to be hj = qj , its new state is
computed by:
hj = WAAttention(hj ,v) + bA + hj (2)
where Attention(hj ,v) is the attention over video frames
guided by hj , and WA ∈ Rn×n, bA ∈ Rn is the linear
transformation shared by all the leaf nodes. Denote the output
of node cj as oj , the output of a leaf node is oj = tanh(hj).
3) Intermediate Node: For the intermediate nodes which
correspond to sentence intermediate representations such as
NP, VP and NN, the state hi of an intermediate node ci is
computed from its children C(i):
hi =
∑
j∈C(i)
WBoj + bB (3)
where WB ∈ Rn×n, bB ∈ Rn is the linear layer shared by all
the intermediate nodes. Its output is oi = tanh(hi).
The computation is performed from bottom to the top in
a recursive manner. The information is propagated from the
leaves to the parents and finally to the root. At the root c0,
its state h0 can be computed following the computation of the
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Fig. 5: The tree-structured memory network (TreeMN) corre-
sponds to the question in Figure 2. Double circle nodes are
leaf nodes which are the words in the question. Each leaf
node needs to compute the attention over the video frames.
The encoded features are propagated from leaves to the root.
intermediate nodes. Then a linear layer is placed followed by
a softmax layer for answer classification:
y = softmax(Wh0 + b) (4)
where W ∈ Rz×n, n ∈ Rz and z is the number of answers.
C. Heterogeneous Nodes
In the previous subsection, we describe how the tree-
structured memory network is built and how computation is
performed on the tree. All the leaf nodes which correspond
to the words in the question sentence are equipped with an
attention module. However, as discussed in the introduction,
the visual words need attention while the verbal words do not
need. This requires us to treat the leaf nodes differently.
The heterogeneous tree memory network is shown in Figure
6. The gray nodes are the leaf nodes which need attention
computation while the green ones are the leaf nodes of
the verbal type. We treat the visual and the verbal nodes
differently.
1) Visual Node: For a visual node ci, we need to compute
the attention over the videos frames
atti = Attention(qi,v) (5)
its state is computed
hi = WA1atti + bA1 + qi (6)
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Fig. 6: The heterogeneous tree-structured memory network
(HTreeMN) corresponds to the question in Figure 2. Double
circle or rectangle nodes are leaf nodes which are the words
in the question. The leaf nodes of circle shapes are the visual
words which need attention while the rectangle ones are verbal
words which belong to the natural language sentence structure.
Each visual leaf node needs to compute the attention over the
video frames while the verbal nodes do not. The two types of
nodes are transformed by different linear layer before passing
to the tree. The encoded features are propagated from leaves
to the root.
2) Verbal Node: For an verbal node cj , its state is computed
hj = WA2qj + bA2 (7)
where WA1 ∈ Rn×n, WA2 ∈ Rn×n, bA1 ∈ Rn and bA2 ∈ Rn
are the linear layers.
The intermediate nodes are handled in the same way as
before.
We label the words as visual or verbal before they are passed
to the tree network. We label them mainly depending on their
word properties. All the nouns are labeled as visual. So do
the majority of the verbs and the adjectives. We exclude the
linking verbs since their existence is to keep the completeness
of the sentence structure. They hardly attend to any visual
regions. Other words like conjunctions are also part of the
sentence structure. The word labeling is performed using the
NLTK tool [2].
D. Hierarchical Structure
Up till now the attention module only performs on part of
the leaf nodes. All the intermediate nodes which correspond
to the hidden phrasal representations of the sentences are not
computed with attentions.
Hierarchical attention mechanisms, such as the stacked
attention networks (SAN) [35], are designed to enable multi-
step reasoning on the visual data. The multi-step reasoning
gradually narrows down the focus on the related regions [35].
The hierarchical structure can result in better-attended features
since the concentration will be more focused.
Since the parse tree of the sentence provides us a natural
hierarchical structure, we also build a hierarchical attention
mechanism in our tree-structured memory network. The nodes
are the word-level and phrase-level hidden representations of
the sentence. To enable multi-step reasoning, we also equip
the intermediate nodes with the attention modules.
Like the leaf nodes, the intermediate nodes are also cate-
gorized into two types: visual and verbal nodes. Whether an
intermediate node needs attention is defined recursively on the
tree. An intermediate nodes is an verbal node if and only if all
of its children are verbal nodes. Otherwise, it needs attention
computation.
However, the intermediate nodes and leaf nodes are pro-
cessed differently before they are passing into the parent node.
The state of an intermediate node ck is computed from its
children as
hk =
∑
u∈C1(k)
WB1ou +
∑
w∈C2(k)
WB2ow + bB (8)
where C1(k) and C2(k) are the children set of visual and
verbal nodes respectively. WB1 ∈ Rn×n,WB2 ∈ Rn×n, bB ∈
Rn is the linear layer.
E. Full Model
Our Heterogeneous Tree-Structured Memory Network
(HTreeMN) consists of the following features:
1) Encoding question and visual features with the parse tree
structure.
2) Four types of heterogeneous nodes: the visual leaf and
intermediate nodes and the verbal leaf and intermediate
nodes.
3) Hierarchical attention over the tree-structured networks.
The full model is shown in Figure 7. Green nodes are the
verbal nodes that do not need attention computations. Red
nodes indicate the visual nodes. Each self loop on a node
indicates an attention computation.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe our datasets and conduct all the
experiments on them.
A. Datasets
In [41] the authors propose a dataset which is not totally
available till now. We perform experiments on two video-QA
datasets: the YouTube-QA and the TGIF-QA datasets. The two
datasets are constructed from the annotated video clip data
[39] and the annotated GIF data [18] with natural language
descriptions. The two datasets are harvested following the
method in [41]. We focus on questions starting with What,
Who, Whose, Where, When and How many. These types of
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Fig. 7: The Heterogeneous Tree-Structured Memory Network (HTreeMN) corresponds to the question in Figure 2. Double
circle nodes are the visual leaf nodes. Double rectangle nodes are the verbal nodes. The intermediate node of color gray are the
visual intermediate nodes. The green intermediate nodes are verbal. The self loop on a node indicates an attention computation.
The attention mechanism is shown on the left. The video frame features are processed by a bi-directional LSTM before the
attention computation.
questions can correspond to the questions on object, location,
number and time. We then split the two datasets into the
training, validation and testing sets. The split of the datasets
is shown in Table I and Table II. The size of the training set is
almost equal to the size of both the validation and the testing
set. Like [41], we choose the top K most frequent answers as
possible candidates. The answer space K of the two datasets
are 500 and 1000 respectively.
Both our datasets and codes are now publicly available.2
Data Split Question TypeAll Object Location Number Time
Train 24415 23452 99 758 106
Validation 7684 7420 45 169 50
Test 16258 15528 88 573 69
TABLE I: The split of the YouTube-QA dataset.
Data Split Question TypeAll Object Location Number Time
Train 79967 74918 680 3494 875
Validation 19526 18379 170 782 195
Test 63101 58962 520 2828 791
TABLE II: The split of the TGIF-QA dataset.
B. Data Preparation
In this section, we describe how we preprocess the datasets.
1) Visual Feature: Since the video clips in the datasets
contain variable lengths, we sample them to have the same
number of frames. We sample 60 frames for each video in the
2https://github.com/xuehy/TreeAttention
YouTube-QA dataset and 30 frames for the TGIF-QA dataset
on account of the fact that videos in TGIF-QA dataset are
shorter. To extract the visual feature of each frame, we first
resize the frames to be of size 224 × 224 and employ the
VGGNet [24] pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset for feature
extraction. We take the 4096-dimensional feature vector of the
first fully-connected layer as the visual feature.
2) Word Embedding: The question answering datasets con-
tain a large amount of vocabulary. We apply the pre-trained
GloVe model [22] to embed each word into a 300-dimensional
vector.
We do not take the other approach which joint learns the
word embedding and the question answering task.
To classify the words into visual and verbal, we refer to the
result of [3] which contains the concreteness ratings of 40,000
English words and use 0.5 as the threshold.
C. Evaluation Metrics
We follow the evaluation metrics in [41] to evaluate the
experimental results. We first use the accuracy to measure the
results. Furthermore, we employ the WUPS score to measure
the answer quality since many words have similar meanings.
The score is defined as follows
WUPS@t(a, o) =
{
WUP (a, o) WUP (a, o) ≥ t
0.1×WUP (a, o) otherwise
(9)
where WUP score [31] is a word-level similarity measure
based on WordNet [9]. We use the WUPS score under two
thresholds: the WUPS@0.0 and WUPS@0.9.
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D. Comparison Methods
We compare our model with the E-SA model [41] and also
do ablation study on our proposed mechanisms.
1) Simple: We design an non-word-level attention model
which is simpler than the E-SA [41] model. This model
encodes the questions first. Then the encoding of the whole
question is used to attend the videos. The hidden representa-
tion of the features is of dimensionality 1024.
2) E-SA: The E-SA model (Figure 3) is the same as in [41].
The hidden representation of the features is of dimensionality
1024. The E-SA model [41] is extended from the model [36]
for video captioning. It computes the attention for each word
and then accumulates the encoding with an LSTM.
3) E-SS: The E-SS model [41] is a sequence-to-sequence
model. They [41] employed E-SS to first, encode a video;
then, encode a question; finally, decode an answer. This
model mimics how humans first watch a video; then, listen
to a question; finally, answer the question [41]. The hidden
representation of the features is of dimensionality 1024.
4) TreeMN: The TreeMN model does not contain the
heterogeneous nodes. The implementation of this model only
follows the decription in section 3.1. All the leaf nodes are
computed with the attention modules. The hidden representa-
tion of features is of size 1024.
5) HTreeMN-non-hierarchical: This model follows the de-
scription of section 3.2. It adds the heterogeneous nodes
to the TreeMN model. Compared with the full HTreeMN
model, this model only computes attention on part of the leaf
nodes. The intermediate nodes are processed without attention
computations. We set the hidden representation size to be
1024. We will name this model as HTreeMN-noh for short.
6) HTreeMN: This is the full model. It adds the hierarchical
attention mechanism to the previous model. The HTreeMN
model contains 4 types of heterogeneous nodes. The visual and
the verbal leaf nodes and the visual and the verbal intermediate
nodes.
E. Implementation Details
1) Model Details: The visual features are encoded by a
bi-directional LSTMs from dimensionality 4096 to 1024. The
hidden representation of the networks is set to size 1024. In
the HTreeMN model, all the linear layer of the tree, including
WA1 , WA2 , WB1 and WB2 , are of size 1024 × 1024. On all
the leaf nodes, the raw word embeddings are transformed by
linear layer to dimensionality 1024.
2) Optimization: We train all our models using stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) with the Adam strategy [15]. At the
t-th step, the parameter Θ is updated by:
Θt = Θt−1 − α · mˆt
(
√
vˆt + )
where mˆt is the bias-corrected first moment estimate, vˆt is
the bias-corrected second raw moment estimate. mt and vt
are the biased first and second moment estimates. The initial
learning rate is set to 0.0001. The exponential decay rates for
the first and the second moment estimates are set to 0.1 and
0.001 respectively.
We use the mini-batch training strategy. The batch size is set
to 64 which is the largest batch that can fit into our NVIDIA
Titan X GPU’s memory. A gradient clipping scheme is utilized
to clip gradient norms within 10. An early stopping strategy is
applied to stop training when the validation accuracy no longer
improves for 10 epochs. We select the final model according
to the best validation accuracy.
F. Results
1) Overall: We list the overall results of all the models
in Table III and IV. As we can see from the tables, Our
full HTreeMN model performs the best on both the two
datasets. Our tree-structured attention mechanism outperforms
the simple attention, the E-SS [41] and the E-SA [41] models.
Notice that under the WUPS@0.9 measure, our HTreeMN
model achieves very high scores compared with all the other
approaches, which suggests that the HTreeMN model produces
answers of high quality.
In addition, we can notice that the E-SA and the E-SS
methods have incremental improvements over the simplest
attention model.
2) Detailed Analysis: We further report the results of the
approaches on all types of questions based on the three
evaluation criteria. These results are shown in table V to X.
Table V to IX are the accuracy, WUPS@0.0 and WUPS@0.9
scores of each type of questions on the YouTube-QA dataset.
Table VI to X are the accuracy, WUPS@0.0 and WUPS@0.9
scores of each type of questions on the TGIF-QA dataset.
We can see from the results that all the methods perform
better on the questions about number and time than object
and location. The attention mechanism with a tree improves
the results significantly on questions about Number and Time.
The data amount of different types of questions is imbal-
anced as shown in Table I and II. Since the data on the
questions about object occupies the majority of the dataset,
the remaining types of questions only have few samples for
training. The result shows that our model can be trained with a
small number of data and achieves high performance on these
types of questions.
Questions about locations are the most difficult. Our full
HTreeMN model is not very good at such kind of questions
while the TreeMN and the TreeMN-noh models achieve the
best results on the TGIF-QA and the YouTube-QA dataset
respectively. The TreeMN-noh method also performs the best
on the number questions on the TGIF-QA dataset.
All the models achieve better performance on the TGIF-QA
dataset. This is because the TGIF-QA dataset is much larger
than the YouTube-QA dataset, which enables the models to be
sufficiently trained. And it also can be seen that on the smaller
dataset of YouTube-QA, our proposed approaches have more
improvement over the E-SA, the E-SS, and the simple baseline
models, which demonstrates that our approaches can better
utilize the data since semantic structures are well considered.
In all the cases, our tree-structured networks achieve the best
performance. This fact shows that the tree-structured attention
mechanism that both enables the word-level attention and
utilizes the syntactic property of the natural language sentences
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TABLE III: The results on the YouTube-QA dataset.
Method Accuracy WUPS@0.0 WUPS@0.9
Simple 0.2676 0.5579 0.2733
E-SA [41] 0.2703 0.5963 0.2831
E-SS [41] 0.2675 0.5877 0.2794
TreeMN 0.2996 0.6337 0.3238
HTreeMN-noh 0.3179 0.6408 0.3357
HTreeMN 0.3252 0.6645 0.3688
TABLE IV: The results on the TGIF-QA dataset.
Method Accuracy WUPS@0.0 WUPS@0.9
Simple 0.2831 0.6079 0.2957
E-SA [41] 0.2882 0.6085 0.3012
E-SS [41] 0.2811 0.5935 0.2927
TreeMN 0.3123 0.6214 0.3473
HTreeMN-noh 0.3192 0.6163 0.3485
HTreeMN 0.3233 0.6228 0.3660
TABLE V: The accuracy on different types of questions of
the YouTube-QA dataset.
Method AccuracyObject Location Number Time
Simple 0.2629 0.1818 0.3892 0.4348
E-SA [41] 0.2631 0.1364 0.4503 0.5652
E-SS [41] 0.2538 0.1473 0.4409 0.5717
TreeMN 0.2803 0.2045 0.7561 0.8261
HTreeMN-noh 0.2980 0.2386 0.7895 0.9275
HTreeMN 0.3048 0.2159 0.8018 0.9420
TABLE VI: The accuracy on different types of questions of
the TGIF-QA dataset.
Method AccuracyObject Location Number Time
Simple 0.2811 0.1763 0.4002 0.4571
E-SA [41] 0.2847 0.1286 0.4203 0.5618
E-SS [41] 0.2875 0.1068 0.4156 0.5571
TreeMN 0.2826 0.3448 0.7936 0.8091
HTreeMN-noh 0.2892 0.3179 0.8146 0.8129
HTreeMN 0.2936 0.3391 0.8061 0.8204
TABLE VII: The WUPS@0.0 on different types of
questions of the YouTube-QA dataset.
Method WUPS@0.0Object Location Number Time
Simple 0.5588 0.4148 0.5498 0.6052
E-SA [41] 0.5961 0.4842 0.6052 0.6893
E-SS [41] 0.5884 0.4815 0.5971 0.6806
TreeMN 0.6215 0.4694 0.9547 0.8907
HTreeMN-noh 0.6283 0.4936 0.9640 0.9463
HTreeMN 0.6529 0.4647 0.9714 0.9580
TABLE VIII: The WUPS@0.0 on different types of
questions of the TGIF-QA dataset.
Method WUPS@0.0Object Location Number Time
Simple 0.5841 0.4037 0.5738 0.6101
E-SA [41] 0.5853 0.3712 0.5904 0.6817
E-SS [41] 0.5847 0.3601 0.5883 0.6074
TreeMN 0.6013 0.6377 0.9662 0.8754
HTreeMN-noh 0.5957 0.6031 0.9744 0.8828
HTreeMN 0.6028 0.6261 0.9691 0.8832
TABLE IX: The WUPS@0.9 on different types of
questions of the YouTube-QA dataset.
Method WUPS@0.9Object Location Number Time
Simple 0.2680 0.2043 0.4052 0.4518
E-SA [41] 0.2751 0.1908 0.4736 0.6037
E-SS [41] 0.2693 0.2575 0.4703 0.5961
TreeMN 0.3052 0.2502 0.7760 0.8325
HTreeMN-noh 0.3159 0.2737 0.8069 0.9294
HTreeMN 0.3502 0.2504 0.8187 0.9436
TABLE X: The WUPS@0.9 on different types of
questions of the TGIF-QA dataset.
Method WUPS@0.9Object Location Number Time
Simple 0.2973 0.1915 0.4198 0.4602
E-SA [41] 0.2991 0.1443 0.4403 0.5520
E-SS [41] 0.2984 0.1401 0.4365 0.5428
TreeMN 0.3185 0.3793 0.8112 0.8191
HTreeMN-noh 0.3192 0.3514 0.8306 0.8198
HTreeMN 0.3379 0.3709 0.8224 0.8278
can improve the performance of video question answering. The
HTreeMN and HTreeMN-noh have little performance discrep-
ancy, which indicates that HTreeMN-noh is the best choice
from the aspects of both accuracy and efficiency. Besides,
TreeMN is the most efficient among the three models and
its accuracy also significantly surpasses previous approaches.
3) Question Complexity: We further analyze the results
of the models on the questions of different complexity. We
measure the complexity of a question by its length. Thus we
divide the questions into 5 sets according to their lengths.
These sets are (0, 5], (5, 10], (10, 15], (15, 20] and (20,∞],
where (x, y] includes the questions whose length are greater
than x but no more than y. We report the accuracies of the
questions of different lengths in Figure 8.
From the histograms in Figure 8, we observe several inter-
esting points:
• The E-SA and the E-SS [41] models perform poorly on
long questions. On long questions, they perform even
worse than the Simple model which does not leverage
word-level attentions while on short questions they per-
form better than the Simple model.
• Our tree-structured attention models perform quite well
on long questions as well as short questions.
Although the E-SA model [41] leverages the word-level
attention mechanism, it only considers the sequential structure
of the question sentence. For a long question, the sequential
encoding may be inaccurate. This can account for the reason
why E-SA [41] performs better than the Simple model on short
questions but becomes worse on long questions. The reason
why the E-SS [41] model performs worse as the question
length increases is also that the E-SS [41] model encodes the
sentences in a linear chain manner and discards the important
semantic structures of the natural language sentences.
4) Examples: We display several examples of long ques-
tions where our model performs well while the E-SA model
[41] fails. The examples are shown in Figure 9. In these
cases, the structures of the questions are complex and a simple
sentence embedding model cannot well encode the semantics.
We also display several failure cases in Figure 10. As can be
seen most errors are caused by recognition errors. For example,
the baby lions are recognized as dogs; the mouse is recognized
as rabbit; and lemon is recognized as orange. One of the causes
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(a) YouTube-QA: Accuracy on different lengths of questions.
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(b) TGIF-QA: Accuracy on different lengths of questions.
Fig. 8: The accuracy on questions of different complexity. We divide the lengths into 5 sets 0− 5, 5− 10, 10− 15, 15− 20
and those larger than 20. The labels are ranges where 0− 5 indicates length larger than 0 and smaller than or equal to 5.
Question: Who puts a cat on wrapping paper and then wraps
it up and puts on a bow ?
Groundtruth: man.
Prediction by TreeMN: man.
Prediction by E-SA: cat
Question: What is a skate boarder doing on his skate board ?
Groundtruth: guy.
Prediction by TreeMN: guy.
Prediction by E-SA: woman
Question: How many people dressed as squirrels are dancing
in the woods ?
Groundtruth: four.
Prediction by TreeMN: four.
Prediction by E-SA: two
Question: Who is doing acrobatic stunts on the wing of a plane ?
Groundtruth: man.
Prediction by TreeMN: man.
Prediction by E-SA: plane.
Fig. 9: We display several examples of long questions where the E-SA[41] model errs and our model succeeds.
for the recognition error may be that some objects are rare in
the dataset.
In all, the experiments reveal that the sequential word-
level attention cannot well encode the sentence. Our proposed
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Question: Who are playing with each other?
Groundtruth: Llon.
Prediction by TreeMN: dog.
Prediction by E-SA: dog
Question: What are standing on the piano?
Groundtruth: bird.
Prediction by TreeMN: boy.
Prediction by E-SA: boy
Question: What is hoppoing on the rocks ?
Groundtruth: mouse.
Prediction by TreeMN: rabbit.
Prediction by E-SA: mouse
Question: What is a woman squeezing ?
Groundtruth: lemon.
Prediction by TreeMN: orange.
Prediction by E-SA: lemon.
Fig. 10: Several failure examples. The errors are mainly caused by recognition errors. For example, the baby lions are recognized
as dogs; the mouse is recognized as rabbit; and lemon is recognized as orange.
attention mechanism with the tree-structured memory network
can better leverage the syntactic property of the sentences and
are more accurate in encoding long sentences. The experiments
also show the effectiveness of the heterogeneous nodes which
selectively attend on videos, and the effectiveness of the
hierarchical attention mechanism on the tree.
5) Qualitative Examples: In this subsection, we qualita-
tively show the examples of attentions for verbal and visual
words in Figure 11. The TreeMN computes the attention
distributions for all the words while the TreeMN-noh approach
only computes the attention distributions for visual words.
As can be seen in Figure 11, the attention distributions com-
puted on the verbal words are almost meaningless. Besides,
the computed attentions for verbal words introduce noises into
the whole attended features. For example, the attention for
the word are is focused at the end of the video while this
fragment contributes little to answer the question. And so is
the attention for the words the and by. The HTreeMN-noh
approach avoids the redundant computation for the attentions
on the verbal words. The attentions are more focused on the
important parts. In this example (Figure 11), the attentions
are focused on the fragment where the chicken attacked the
rabbits.
Notice that for a few amount of data, for a single visual
word, there can exist several frames of similar contents while
the attention values on these frames are quite different. The
reason is that the attention distribution tends to have peaks,
since the model is trained not merely on single words but
on the accumulated attentions of the whole sentences. If
we are training a model which captures the visual-textual
correspondence for a single word, the distributions should be
equal on the related frames. However, the attention for a single
word here actually is not the attention for the isolated word,
and we are actually training models where the attention of
a single word is affected by the other words in the question
sentence. The frames informative to answer the question are
usually very short. After the model is trained, the attention
distributions become concentrated for all the words.
V. CONCLUSION
We propose the attention mechanism with the heteroge-
neous tree-structured memory network (HTreeMN) for video
question answering. Our model computes the attention on
the parse tree of the natural language sentence. It not only
enables the word-level attention but also alleviates the defects
of the E-SA model [41] that the performance is poor on long
questions. We also propose the heterogeneous nodes which
distinguish the visual and the verbal words where the former
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What
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Fig. 11: Attention comparison for TreeMN and HTreeMN-noh. The curves show the attention distribution for each word on
the frames. The qualitative results are demonstrated based on the attention weights computed by the neural networks. The
words in orange color are the visual words and those in black are verbal words. The red curves are the attention distributions
generated by TreeMN and the cyan curves are generated by HTreeMN-noh. As can be seen, the TreeMN algorithm computes
the attentions for verbal words. However, the verbal words do not have direct visual correspondence in the frames. The attention
distributions do not make sense but become sources of noises to the whole model.
needs attention and the latter is only part of the language
model. We further propose a hierarchical attention mechanism
on the tree. We achieve the state-of-the-art results on video
question answering.
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